ANALYSIS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF TOURISM ACTIVITY ON THE TERRITORY OF THE ANNEXED PENINSULA OF THE AUTONOMOUS REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA: PROBLEMS, MEASURES, CONSEQUENCES

Purpose. In article they are analysed socio economic development on the territory of annexed peninsula of Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the main propulsion of economy of the peninsula in postSoviet period in the times of independence of Ukraine characterized, as well as feature of functioning of various branches of economy after 2014.

Annexation development of tourist branch and the role of tourism in the peninsula economy in the period of independence of Ukraine and after occupation is analysed.
Methods. Use of the principle of system approach in given work confirms necessity of complex research of big and difficult objects of tourist infrastructure together with the infrastructure of other branches of economy, studying of them as uniform functioning of all elements and parts whole with co-ordination.

Results. The role of tourism is determined as pre-emptive branch of the economy of the region in 2000s the tendencies of development of business, industry and accompanying branches of the economy in postSoviet period are analysed. It is proven of the reason of the reduction of tourist flows as a result of annexation of the peninsula, militarization and problems with transport infrastructure.

Scientific novelty. Scientific novelty of research is in absence of urgent information about conditions, the reasons of socioeconomic development of the territory of Autonomous Republic of Crimea in historical and economical aspects.

Practical importance. Main provisions and conclusions stated in given article, can be used in scientific researches connected with further development of strategic guiding lines for development of the region economy; at preparation of educational and methodical allowances, as well as disciplines; Conducted researches can become arguments at perfecting of the legislation directed to adjustment of tourist activity in the region, country.
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